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UNIVERSAL TWIST IN EQUIVARIANT K-THEORY FOR
PROPER AND DISCRETE ACTIONS
NOE´ BA´RCENAS, JESU´S ESPINOZA, MICHAEL JOACHIM AND BERNARDO
URIBE
Abstract. We define equivariant projective unitary stable bundles as
the appropriate twists when defining K-theory as sections of bundles
with fibers the space of Fredholm operators over a Hilbert space. We
construct universal equivariant projective unitary stable bundles for the
orbit types, and we use a specific model for these local universal spaces
in order to glue them to obtain a universal equivariant projective unitary
stable bundle for discrete and proper actions. We determine the homo-
topy type of the universal equivariant projective unitary stable bundle,
and we show that the isomorphism classes of equivariant projective uni-
tary stable bundles are classified by the third equivariant integral coho-
mology group. The results contained in this paper extend and generalize
results of Atiyah-Segal.
Introduction
Topological K-theory is a generalized cohomology theory [3] that in the
case of compact spaces can be represented by isomorphism classes of vector
bundles. A remarkable theorem of Atiyah [2] and Ja¨nich [11] tells us that
K0(X) ∼= π0(Maps(X,Fred(H)norm), namely that the K-theory groups of a
compact space X can be alternatively obtained as the homotopy classes of
maps from the space X to the space Fred(H) of Fredholm operators on a
fixed separable Hilbert spaceH, whenever Fred(H) is endowed with the norm
topology. Note that the space of maps fromX to Fred(H) can also be defined
as the space of sections of the trivial bundle Fred(H)×X → X; this simple
remark leads the way to consider spaces of sections of non trivial bundles over
X with fibers Fred(H), and by doing so we reach one of the definitions of the
twisted K-theory groups [1]. Let us see how this works: the structural group
of a bundle with fiber Fred(H) will be the group U(H) of unitary operators
on the Hilbert space endowed with the norm topology acting on Fred(H)
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by conjugation. As the conjugation by complex numbers of norm one is
trivial, the action of U(H) factors through the group of projective unitary
operators PU(H) := U(H)/S1. Therefore any principal PU(H)-bundle, or
in other words, any projective unitary bundle PU(H) → P → X, provides
the essential information in order to define a bundle over X with fibers
Fred(H) by taking the associated bundle Fred(P ) := P ×PU(H) Fred(H).
With these bundles at hand, the twisted K-theory groups of X twisted by
P are defined as
K−i(X;P ) := πi(Γ(X,Fred(P )))
where Γ(X,Fred(P )) denotes the space of sections of the bundle Fred(P ).
The equivariant version of the construction presented above turns out to
be very subtle. Not only there are issues with the topology of the spaces
Fred(H) and U(H), as it was noted and resolved in [1], but moreover there is
not a Hilbert space endowed with a group action that will serve as a universal
equivariant Hilbert space for projective representations. This last fact makes
the classification of twists for equivariant K-theory a more elaborate task,
that we have pursued in this paper in a systematic way, and whose results
are the main point of this publication.
The paper is divided in three chapters. Chapter 1 is devoted to under-
standing the equivariant projective unitary bundles over a point, which are
classified by the moduli space of homomorphisms f : G → PU(H) from a
compact Lie group to the group of projective unitary operators, such that
the induced action of the group G˜ := f∗U(H) on H, makes H into a rep-
resentation of G˜ on which all its irreducible representations where S1 acts
by multiplication, appear infinitely number of times. It turns out that the
equivariant homotopy groups πi of this moduli space are isomorphic to the
cohomology groups H3−i(BG,Z) for i ≥ 0. We note that some of the results
of this chapter were already in [1], but we believe that the main construction
of this chapter, which is the homotopy quotient
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H)),
where Homst(G,PU(H)) is the space of homomorphisms on which all rep-
resentations of G˜ appear, has not been studied in the literature before.
In Chapter 2 we proceed to define the projective unitary stable and equi-
variant bundles over G spaces, and devote the rest of the chapter to the
classification of the equivariant projective unitary stable bundles over the
orbit types G/K for K compact subgroup of G. We show that the univer-
sal projective unitary bundle over the orbit type G/K can be constructed
from the moduli space of stable homomorphisms from K to PU(H), and we
furthermore show that this model serves as the universal moduli space for
K-equivariant projective unitary stable bundles over trivial K-spaces. The
gluing of these local universal bundles built out from stable homomorphisms
turns out very subtle and it is not at all clear how to do it. Therefore we
propose larger models for the universal bundles of the orbit types, models
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that are built out of functors instead of homomorphisms; the advantage
of these larger models is that they are constructed in such a way that the
gluing becomes very clear, but the disadvantage is that we have to restrict
our attention to discrete groups since these larger models may not have the
desired properties in the general case.
In Chapter 3 we restrict our attention to the case on which G is discrete
and it acts properly. We devote the whole chapter to the construction of the
universal projective unitary stable and equivariant bundle; this is the main
result of this paper and can be found in Theorem 3.4. Using stable functors
from the groupoid G⋉G/K to the group PU(H), we construct a category
that we denoted D˜G/K endowed with a free right PU(H) action and a left
N(K)/K action, whose geometrical realization is the universal equivariant
projective unitary stable bundle over the orbit type G/K. Then we use
the fact that the categories D˜G/K were defined from functors from G ⋉
G/K in order to explicitely define the gluing of these universal spaces, and
therefore obtaining the universal projective unitary stable and equivariant
bundle. We finish this chapter by calculating the homotopy type of this
universal space, and in particular we show that the isomorphism classes
of equivariant projective unitary stable bundles are classified by the third
equivariant integral cohomology group..
Finally, in Chapter 4 we define the twisted equivariant K-theory groups
for proper actions using the projective unitary stable and equivariant bun-
dles defined in Chapter 2. We show that this twisted equivariant K-theory
satisfies the axioms of a generalized cohomology theory, that satisfies Bott
periodicity, that is endowed with an induction structure as in [13, Section
1] and that restricted to orbit types G/K recovers the Grothendieck group
RS1(G˜) of representations of G˜ on which S
1 acts by multiplication. We
finish the paper by relating our definition of twisted equivariant K-theory
groups to the definition of Dwyer in [8] which is given through projective
representations characterized by discrete torsion.
0.1. Notation: G will be the global group and K ⊂ G will be a compact
subgroup of G; BG will be the classifying space of G-principal bundles and
it will be defined as EG/G where EG is the universal G-principal bundle.
Letters in calligraphic style will denote groupoids or categories; and for a
topological category C we will denote by |C| the geometric realization of the
category CN, that is, the associated category unravelled over the ordered set
N of natural numbers in the following way: CN is the subcategory of N×C
obtained by deleting all morphisms of the form (n, c) → (n, c′) except for
the identity morphisms. Having defined the geometrical realization in this
way we have that |G| is a the classifying space for principal G-bundles, and
the map |G × G| → |G| is a principal G-bundle where G × G denotes the
product category of the set G; for details see [18, page 107].
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1. Properties of the group PU(H) of projective unitary
operators
1.1. Topology of PU(H). Let H be a separable Hilbert space and
U(H) := {U : H → H|U ◦ U∗ = U∗ ◦ U = Id}
the group of unitary operators acting on H. Let End(H) denote the space of
endomorphisms of the Hilbert space and endow End(H)c.o. with the compact
open topology. Consider the inclusion
U(H)→ End(H)c.o. × End(H)c.o.
U 7→ (U,U−1)
and induce on U(H) the subspace topology. Denote the space of unitary op-
erators with this induced topology by U(H)c.o. and note that this is different
from the usual compact open topology on U(H).
It was pointed out in [1, Appendix 1] that the group U(H)c.o. fails to be a
topological group, since the composition of operators is only continuous on
compact subspaces. Knowing this, we can endow U(H) with the compactly
generated topology induced by the topology of U(H)c.o. and in this way
the composition of operators becomes continuous; denote by U(H)c.g. the
group of unitary operators with the compactly generated topology induced
by U(H)c.o.
Since in [1, Prop. A2.1] there was constructed a homotopy h : U(H)c.o.×
[0, 1] → U(H)c.o. such that h(U, 1) = U and h(U, 0) = constant with
the property that h is continuous on compact sets, then the same map
h : U(H)c.g. × [0, 1] → U(H)c.g. is continuous in the compactly generated
topology and therefore it proves the contractibility of the space U(H)c.g..
Summarizing,
Proposition 1.1. Let U(H)c.g. denote the group of unitary operators U(H)
endowed with the compactly generated topology of U(H)c.o.. Then U(H)c.g.
is a contractible topological group.
Definition 1.2. Let PU(H) be the projectivization of U(H) and endow it
with the quotient topology of the quotient U(H)c.g./S
1. The topological
group PU(H) will be called the group of projective unitary operators and it
fits into the short exact sequence of topological groups
1 −→ S1 −→ U(H)c.g. −→ PU(H) −→ 1
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Since we know that U(H)c.g. is contractible, then we have that the homo-
topy type of PU(H) is the one of an Eilenberg-Maclane space K(Z, 2) and
therefore the underlying space of PU(H) is a universal space for complex
line bundles.
Remark 1.3. The norm topology on U(H) is an inadequate topology for the
purpose of constructing equivariant projective unitary bundles. For instance
take H = L2(S1) and define the translation action (Rλf)(θ) := f(θλ
−1) for
λ ∈ S1 and f ∈ L2(S1). This action induces a homomorphism S1 → U(H),
λ 7→ Rλ which is not continuous whenever U(H) is endowed with the norm
topology; this follows from the fact that for λ, σ ∈ S1 with λ 6= σ we have
||Rλ −Rσ|| ≥ supk∈Z{|λ
k − σk|} > 1.
1.2. S1-central extensions. The group structure on PU(H) also permits
to define S1-central extensions of a group G out of continuous homomor-
phisms from G to PU(H) in the following way.
Let G be a Lie group and Ext(G,S1) be the isomorphism classes of S1-
central extensions of G
1→ S1 → G˜→ G→ 1
where G˜ also has the structure of an S1-principal bundle over G.
Let us define the map Ψ from the space of continuous homomorphisms
from G to PU(H) endowed with the compact open topology, to the set of
isomorphism classes of S1-central extensions of G
Ψ : Hom(G,PU(H)) → Ext(G,S1)
a : G→ PU(H) 7→ G˜ := a∗U(H),
where G˜ and a˜ denote respectively the Lie group and the continuous homo-
morphism defined by the pullback square
G˜
a˜ //

U(H)

G
a // PU(H).
Lemma 1.4. For G a compact Lie group, the map
Ψ : Hom(G,PU(H))→ Ext(G,S1)
is surjective.
Proof. Let G˜ be a S1-central extension of G and consider the Hilbert space
L2(G˜) ⊗ L2([0, 1]) which is tensor product of square Hilbert space of inte-
grable functions on G˜ and the Hilbert spaces of square integrable functions
on the unit interval. By Peter-Weyl’s theorem, L2(G˜) ⊗ L2([0, 1]) contains
all irreducible representations of G˜ infinitely number of times. Now consider
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Vc(G˜) to be the subspace of L
2(G˜)⊗L2([0, 1]) of elements on which the S1-
central of G˜ acts by multiplication by scalars. Take H := Vc(G˜) and define
the homomorphism
a˜ : G˜→ U(H), a˜(g)v := gv
induced by the left action of G˜ on Vc(G˜); note that this homomorphism a˜
is continuous because we have endowed U(H) with the compactly generated
compact open topology. Taking the projectivization
a : G→ PU(H)
of the map a˜ we get the desired homomorphism such that
a∗U(H) ∼= G˜.

Clearly conjugate homomorphisms define isomorphic S1-central exten-
sions, therefore we get an induced map
Hom(G,PU(H))/PU(H) → Ext(G,S1).
Now, take any two continuous homomorphisms a, b : G → PU(H) such
that their induced S1-central extensions are isomorphic, i.e. Ψ(a) ∼= Ψ(b).
The maps a and b are PU(H)-conjugate whenever the induced homomor-
phisms a˜, b˜ : G˜→ U(H) are conjugate. The two maps a˜ and b˜ are conjugate
whenever the induced G˜ representations on H can be written as the direct
sum of the same number of irreducible representations for each irreducible
representation in Vc(G˜). Therefore we would like to focus our attention to
the G˜ actions on H such that all irreducible representations in Vc(G˜) appear
infinitely number of times.
Definition 1.5. A continuous homomorphism a : G → PU(H) is called
stable if the unitary representation H induced by the homomorphism a˜ :
G˜ = a∗U(H) → U(H) contains each of the irreducible representations of G˜
that appear in Vc(G˜) infinitely number of times. We denote
Homst(G,PU(H)) ⊂ Hom(G,PU(H))
the subspace of continuous stable homomorphisms.
Proposition 1.6. The map Ψ induces a bijection of sets
Homst(G,PU(H))/PU(H)
∼=
−→ Ext(G,S1).
between the set of isomorphism classes of continuous stable homomorphisms
and the set isomorphism classes of S1-central extensions of G.
Proof. Let G˜ be a S1-central extension of G. In Lemma 1.4 we showed
that if we take H := Vc(G˜) the subspace of L
2(G˜) ⊗ L2([0, 1]) where S1
acts by multiplication, then the projectivization a : G → PU(H) of the
induced homomorphism a˜ : G˜→ U(H) is a continuous stable homomorphism
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and it produces the desired S1-central extension a∗U(H) ∼= G˜; this shows
surjectivity.
Let us suppose now that we have two continuous stable homomorphisms
a, b such that a∗U(H) ∼= G˜ ∼= b∗U(H). The Hilbert space H becomes a G˜
representation with respect to the map a˜ : G˜ → U(H) and therefore there
is a (non-canonical) G˜-equivariant isomorphism fa : H
∼=
→ Vc(G˜) that can
be taken to be unitary. We get the same result for the map b and we get
another G˜-equivariant isomorphism fb : H
∼=
→ Vc(G˜).
The G˜-equivariant isomorphism f−1b ◦ fa : H → H makes the following
diagram commute
H
f−1b ◦fa //
a˜(g)

H
b˜(g)

H
f−1b ◦fa // H
for all g ∈ G˜. Therefore the homomorphisms a˜ and b˜ are conjugate; the
injectivity follows.

1.3. Groupoid of stable homomorphisms. Let us now consider the ac-
tion groupoid
[Homst(G,PU(H))/PU(H)]
associated to the action of the group PU(H) on the continuous stable ho-
momorphisms by conjugation; this groupoid can also by understood as the
groupoid whose objects are functors from the category defined by G to the
category defined by PU(H), and whose morphisms are natural transforma-
tions.
We would like to understand the homotopy type of the classifying space
B[Homst(G,PU(H))/PU(H)],
which by our conventions of §0.1 and the arguments of [18, Page 107], it can
be modelled by the homotopy quotient
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H)).
By Proposition 1.6 we know that its connected components are parametrized
by the S1-central extensions of G,
π0(EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))) ∼= Ext(G,S
1).
If we choose the connected component of the classifying space determined by
a stable map a : G → PU(H), its higher homotopy groups are determined
by the homotopy groups of
EPU(H)×PU(H)a {a} ≃ B(PU(H)a)
where
PU(H)a = {b ∈ PU(H)|∀g ∈ G, b
−1 a(g) b = a(g)}
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is the subgroup of PU(H) that stabilizes a.
Note that if we call G˜a the S
1-central extension a∗U(H) defined by a,
then the induced homomorphism a˜ : G˜a → U(H) defines an action on the
Hilbert space H making it isomorphic to the Hilbert space Vc(G˜a) defined
in Lemma 1.4. We can now take the action of G˜a on U(H) by conjugation
through the map a˜; this induces an action of the group G on PU(H) by
conjugation through the map a. Let us denote the stabilizer of the action
G on PU(H) by conjugation through the map a by Ga.
If we call the fixed points of the action of Ga on PU(H) by
PU(H)Ga := {b ∈ PU(H)|∀g ∈ G, a(g)−1 b a(g) = b}
then we have that
PU(H)Ga = PU(H)a.
This means that the fixed point set of the action of Ga is the same as the
stabilizer of the homomorphism a.
Now take a projective operator F ∈ PU(H)Ga that commutes with the
Ga action. Take F˜ ∈ U(H) a lift of F and note that F˜ commutes with the
G˜a action up to some phase, i.e. for all g˜ ∈ G˜a we have that
a˜(g˜)−1 F˜ a˜(g˜) = F˜ σF (g˜)
for some map σF : G˜a → S
1. Because the action of G˜a is by conjugation,
we have that the map σF is a homomorphism of groups, that it does not
depend on the choice of lift for F , and moreover that σF is trivial when
restricted to S1 = kernel(π : G˜a → Ga). We have then,
Lemma 1.7. For any F ∈ PU(H)Ga there exists a homomorphism σF ∈
Hom(Ga, S
1) such that for all lifts F˜ ∈ U(H) of F and all g˜ ∈ G˜a, we have
that
a˜(g˜)−1 F˜ a˜(g˜) = F˜ σF (g)
where g is the image of g˜ on Ga under the natural map G˜a → Ga.
If we take two operators F1, F2 ∈ PU(H)
Ga with their respective lifts
F˜1, F˜2 and the induced homomorphisms σF1 , σF2 ∈ Hom(Ga, S
1), we have
that the composition F˜1F˜2 is a lift for the composition F1F2. Therefore we
have that the induced homomorphism σF1F2 for the composition F1F2 is
equal to the product of the homomorphisms σF1 and σF2 , i.e.
σF1 F2 = σF1σF2 .
Note that the product of homomorphisms endows the set Hom(Ga, S
1) with
a natural group structure. We have then
Lemma 1.8. The map
σ : PU(H)Ga → Hom(Ga, S
1), F 7→ σF
is a surjective homomorphism of groups.
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Proof. We have already shown that σ is a homomorphism of groups, let us
show that is surjective. Take ρ ∈ Hom(Ga, S
1) and consider C(ρ) the linear
G˜a representation defined by multiplication of scalars, i.e. for λ ∈ C(ρ),
g˜ · λ = ρ(g)λ.
Now, if V is an irreducible representation of G˜a where the kernel of G˜a →
Ga acts by multiplication of scalars, the vector space V ⊗C(ρ) becomes a G˜a
representation by the diagonal action, and moreover it is irreducible and the
kernel G˜a → Ga also acts by multiplication of scalars. On the other hand,
any irreducible representation of G˜a, where the kernel of G˜a → Ga acts
by multiplication of scalars, is isomorphic to a representation of the form
W ⊗C(ρ) for a suitable irreducible representation W of G˜a where the kernel
of G˜a → Ga acts by multiplication of scalars. Therefore we have that by
tensoring the space Vc(G˜a) with C(ρ) we get a G˜a-equivariant isomorphism
η : Vc(G˜a)⊗ C(ρ)→ Vc(G˜a)
where Vc(G˜a) is the Hilbert space defined in Lemma 1.4.
Let us consider the map
γ : Vc(G˜a)→ Vc(G˜a)⊗C(ρ), γ(v) = v ⊗ 1
and note that
g˜γ(g˜−1v) = g˜
(
γ(g˜−1v)⊗ 1
)
= v ⊗ ρ(g) = ρ(g)γ(v).
Choosing an explicit G˜a-equivariant isomorphism fa : H → Vc(G˜a) such
as the one defined in Proposition 1.6, we can define the operator in U(H)
F˜ := f−1a ◦ η ◦ γ ◦ fa
which by definition has the property that for all g˜ ∈ G˜a
(1.1) a˜(g˜)−1 F˜ a˜(g˜) = F˜ σF (g).
If F is the projectivization of F˜ , then we have that equation (1.1) implies
that F ∈ PU(H)Ga , and moreover that σF = ρ. This shows that the
homomorphism σ is surjective. 
With the help of the surjective map σ let us try to understand in a more
explicit way the group PU(H)Ga . Take ρ ∈ Hom(Ga, S
1) and define the
space
U(H)(G˜a,ρ) := {F˜ ∈ U(H)|∀g˜ ∈ G˜a, a˜(g˜)
−1 F˜ a˜(g˜) = F˜ σF (g)}.
From the proof of Lemma 1.8 we get that the inverse image of ρ under σ is
isomorphic to the projectivization of the space U(H)(G˜a,ρ), i.e.
σ−1(ρ) = P
(
U(H)(G˜a,ρ)
)
,
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and moreover we have that any operator F˜ ∈ U(H)(G˜a,ρ) induces a homeo-
morphism of spaces
βF˜ : U(H)
G˜a
∼=
−→ U(H)(G˜a,ρ), W 7→ F ◦W
by composing the operators.
Theorem 1.9. Let a ∈ Homst(G,PU(H)) be a continuous stable homo-
morphism, and denote with Ga the action on PU(H) by conjugation defined
by the map a. Then there is a natural isomorphism of groups
π0
(
PU(H)Ga
)
∼= Hom(G;S1),
and each connected component of PU(H)Ga has the homotopy type of a
K(Z, 2).
Proof. We have seen from the arguments above that
PU(H)Ga ∼=
⊔
ρ∈Hom(G,S1)
P
(
U(H)(G˜a,ρ)
)
and that as spaces we have homeomorphisms
P
(
U(H)G˜a
)
∼= P
(
U(H)(G˜a,ρ)
)
.
The G˜a action onH splits the Hilbert spaceH into isotypical G˜a-representations
H = ⊕αHα
with Hα ∼= Mα ⊗Hα,0 where Mα is a simple G˜a-representation and Hα,0 is
a separable Hilbert space. Therefore we have
U(H)G˜a ∼=
∏
α
U(Hα)
G˜a ∼=
∏
α
U(Hα,0)
where the stability condition of the homomorphism a implies that each of
the Hilbert space spaces Hα,0 is infinite dimensional and hence the spaces
U(Hα,0) are all contractible by Proposition 1.1. Then we can conclude that
U(H)G˜a is contractible and therefore we have that
πi
(
P
(
U(H)G˜a
))
=
{
Z i = 0, 2
0 otherwise.
Therefore the spaces P
(
U(H)(G˜a,ρ)
)
have the homotopy type of a K(Z, 2),
and moreover, the connected components of PU(H)Ga are parameterized by
the elements in Hom(Ga, S
1); hence we have an isomorphism of groups
π0
(
PU(H)Ga
)
∼= Hom(G;S1).

We can now bundle up all previous results in the following theorem
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Theorem 1.10. Let G be a compact Lie group and Homst(G,PU(H))/PU(H)
the category whose space of objects consist of continuous stable homomor-
phisms from G to the projective unitary group endowed with the compact
open topology, and whose morphisms are natural transformations. Then the
connected components of the homotopy quotient are parameterized by the
S1-central extensions of G,
π0
(
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))
)
= Extc(G,S
1),
and the higher homotopy groups of any connected component are
πi
(
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))
)
=


Hom(G,S1) i = 1
Z i = 3
0 otherwise.
Proof. From the analysis done at the beginning of Section 1.3 we know that
the connected components of the homotopy quotient
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))
are parameterized by Extc(G,S
1). Also from Section 1.3, we know that if we
take any stable homomorphism a : G → PU(H), the connected component
defined by a is homotopy equivalent to
EPU(H)×PU(H)a {a}
∼= B(PU(H)a) = B(PU(H)
Ga).
By Theorem 1.9 we know that π0(PU(H)
Ga) = Hom(G,S1) is an isomor-
phism of groups, and therefore we have that
π1
(
B(PU(H)Ga)
)
= Hom(G,S1).
Also from Theorem 1.9 we know that π2(PU(H)
Ga) = Z and that the other
homotopy groups are trivial. Therefore
π3
(
B(PU(H)Ga)
)
= Z
and
πi
(
B(PU(H)Ga)
)
= 0
for i = 2 and i > 3. 
The homotopy groups described previously are precisely the cohomology
groups for the classifying space BG in certain degree, let us see:
Corollary 1.11. For G a compact Lie group there are isomorphisms
πi
(
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))
)
= H3−i(BG,Z).
Proof. The action of G on EPU(H)×Homst(G,PU(H)) given by equation
(2.3) defines a projective unitary bundle on the homotopy quotients
PU(H) // (EPU(H) ×Homst(G,PU(H))) ×G EG

EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H)) ×BG
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classified by a map from the base to BPU(H), which induces an adjoint
map
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))→Maps(BG,BPU(H)).(1.2)
At the level of homotopy groups we know that
πi(Maps(BG,BPU(H)) ∼= H
3−i(BG,Z)
and therefore we get the desired map
πi
(
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(G,PU(H))
)
→ H3−i(BG,Z).
The space BG is connected and therefore H0(BG,Z) = Z, agreeing with
the third homotopy group of the homotopy quotient.
The group G being compact implies that π0(G) is finite. Hence π1(BG)
is also finite and we have that H1(BG,Z) = 0; this shows the isomorphism
for i = 2.
In [12, Prop. 4] it is proven that the natural map
Hom(G,A)→ [BG,BA]
is an isomorphism whenever G and A are compact Lie groups and A is
abelian. Therefore
Hom(G,S1)
∼=
→ [BG,BS1] = H2(BG,Z);
this shows the isomorphism for i = 1.
Finally, in [1, Prop. 6.3] Atiyah and Segal prove that H3(BG,Z) ∼=
Extc(G,S
1). This, together with the fact that the connected component of
[(a, f)] in the left hand side of (1.2), maps to the connected component of
Bf : BG→ BPU(H) imply that the isomorphism holds for i = 0. 
2. Equivariant stable projective unitary bundles and their
classification
This chapter is devoted to set-up the framework for generalizing the twist-
ings of K-theory obtained by principal PU(H)-bundles to the equivariant
case. We start the chapter by giving the definition of an equivariant sta-
ble projective unitary bundle, we study the local objects, i.e. the equivariant
stable projective unitary bundles over the spaces G/K, and then we proceed
to show how they can be classified.
Let us begin by clarifying which type of spaces we will be working with.
2.1. Preliminaries.
2.1.1. Throughout this chapter G will be a Lie group and X will be a
proper G−ANR; let us recall what all this means:
A G-space X is proper if the map
G×X → X ×X (g, x) 7→ (gx, x)
is a proper map of topological spaces (preimages of compact sets are com-
pact) and the action map G×X → X, (g, x) 7→ gx is a closed map.
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A G space X is a G−ANR (G-equivariant absolute neighborhood retract
[10]) if X is a separable and metrizable G-space such that whenever B is
a normal G-space and A is an invariant closed subspace of B, any G map
A → X can be extended over an invariant neighborhood of A in B. In the
case that G is compact Lie group acting smoothly on a compact manifold
M , then it can be shown that M is always a G−ANR.
Note that any proper G−ANR space can be covered with a good G-cover,
namely a countable G-cover such that any non trivial intersection of finite
G-open sets of the cover is equivariantly homotopicaly equivalent to a G-set
of the form G/H with H a compact subgroup of G.
When studying the homotopy theory of G-spaces is important to under-
stand the homotopy theory of the system of fixed points of the action. This
is done with the category of canonical orbits, let us recall its definition and
some of its properties [7, Section 7].
2.1.2. System of fixed points. The category of canonical orbits for proper G-
actions denoted by OPG is a topological category with discrete object space
Obj(OPG) = {G/H : H is a compact subgroup of G}
and whose morphisms consist of G-maps
MorOPG
(G/H,G/K) = Maps(G/H,G/K)G
with a topology such that the natural bijection
MorOPG
(G/H,G/K) ∼= (G/K)H
is a homeomorphism.
An OPG-space is a contravariant functor from O
P
G to the category of topo-
logical spaces, and these functors will form the objects of a topological cat-
egory whose morphisms will consist of natural transformations.
The fixed point set system of X, denoted by ΦX, is the OPG-space defined
by:
ΦX(G/H) := Maps(G/H,X)G = XH
and if θ : G/H → G/K corresponds to gK ∈ (G/K)H then
ΦX(θ)(x) := gx ∈ XH
whenever x ∈ XK . The functor Φ becomes a functor from the category of
proper G-spaces to the category of OPG-spaces.
If X is a contravariant functor from OPG to spaces and Y is a covariant
functor from OPG to spaces one can define the space
X ×OPG
Y :=
⊔
c∈Obj(OPG)
X (c) ×Y(c)/ ∼
where ∼ is the equivalence relation generated by (X (φ)(x), y) ∼ (x,Y(φ)(y))
for all morphisms φ : c→ d in OPG and points x ∈ X (d) and y ∈ Y(c).
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A model for the homotopical version of the previous construction is de-
fined as follows: consider the category F(X ,Y) whose objects are
Obj(F(X ,Y)) =
⊔
c∈Obj(OPG)
X (c) × Y(c)
and whose morphisms consist of all triples (x, φ, y) where φ : c → d is
a morphism in OPG and x ∈ X (d) and y ∈ Y(c), with source(x, φ, y) =
(X (φ)(x), y) and target(x, φ, y) = (x,Y(φ)(y)). Define the space
X ×hOPG
Y := |F(X ,Y)|
as the geometric realization of the category F(X ,Y).
Now, if we consider the covariant functor ∇ from OPG to spaces that to
each orbit type G/H it assigns the set G/H, then we can consider the
functors
×OPG
∇ : OPG − spaces → proper G− spaces
X 7→ X ×OPG
∇
×hOPG
∇ : OPG − spaces → proper G− spaces
X 7→ X ×hOPG
∇.
Since the orbit types G/H are endowed with a natural left G action, then
the spaces X×OPG
∇ and X×hOPG
∇ become G-spaces by endowing them with
the left G action included by the G action on the objects and morphisms of
∇.
We shall quote the following result:
Theorem 2.1. For G a discrete group [7, lemma 7.2] the functors Φ and
×OPG
∇ are adjoint, i.e. for a OPG space X and a proper G-space Y there
is a natural homeomorphism
Maps(X ×OPG
∇, Y )G
∼=
−→ HomOPG
(X ,ΦY ),
and moreover, the adjoint of the identity map on ΦY under the above ad-
junction, is a natural G-homeomorphism
(ΦY )×OPG
∇
∼=
−→ Y.
Note furthermore that there is a natural OPG-homotopy equivalence
X → Φ(X ×hOPG
∇).
Similar statements in the case that G is a compact Lie group can be found
in [9].
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2.2. Equivariant stable projective unitary bundles. A first guess may
suggest that the appropriate equivariant twistings for K-theory from a point
of view of index theory are G-equivariant projective unitary bundles. These
bundles may be used to define associated bundles whose fibers are Fred(H)
the space of Fredholm operators on H, but a closer look at them leads us
to think that we need to put further conditions on how the group G acts on
the fibers; this local condition is that the local isotropy group should act on
the fibers by stable homomorphisms. The precise definition is as follows:
Definition 2.2. A projective unitary G-equivariant stable bundle over X is
a principal PU(H)-bundle
PU(H) −→ P −→ X
where PU(H) acts on the right, endowed with a left G action lifting the
action on X such that:
• the left G-action commutes with the right PU(H) action, and
• for all x ∈ X there exists a G-neighborhood V of x and a Gx-
contractible slice U of x with V equivariantly homeomorphic to
U ×Gx G with the action
Gx × (U ×G)→ U ×G, k · (u, g) = (ku, gk
−1),
together with a local trivialization
P |V ∼= (PU(H)× U)×Gx G
where the action of the isotropy group is:
Gx × ((PU(H)× U)×G) → (PU(H)× U)×G
(k, ((F, y), g)) 7→ ((fx(k)F, ky), gk
−1)
with fx : Gx → PU(H) a fixed stable homomorphism (see Definition
1.5).
Two projective unitary G-equivariant stable bundles P ′, P over X will
be isomorphic if there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism P ′ → P of prin-
cipal PU(H) bundles. The isomorphism classes of projective unitary G-
equivariant stable bundles over X will be denoted by
BunGst(X,PU(H)).
2.2.1. The results of Chapter 1 will provide us with the first examples of
projective unitary equivariant stable bundles. These examples will be the
building blocks of the construction of the universal projective unitary G-
equivariant stable bundle as well as their classification; this will be done in
Chapter 3 for the case of discrete and proper actions.
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Let K be a compact Lie group and consider the projective unitary bundle
(2.1) PU(H) // EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))

EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H))
where the base is the space whose homotopy groups are calculated in The-
orem 1.10.
The right-PU(H) action on the total space of the bundle in (2.1) is defined
as:
EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H)) × PU(H) → EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))
((a, f), F ) 7→ (aF, F−1fF )(2.2)
where F−1fF denotes the homomorphism conjugate of f by F .
The left K-action on the total space of (2.1) is defined as:
K × EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H)) → EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))
(g, (a, f)) 7→ (af(g), f(g)−1ff(g)),(2.3)
where a simple calculation shows that the K-action is indeed a left action.
It follows that the total space of the bundle in (2.1) has a left K-action
inducing a trivial K action on the base. We claim that
Proposition 2.3. The projective unitary bundle
PU(H) // EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))

EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H))
is a projective unitary K-equivariant stable bundle.
Proof. Let us first prove that the left K-action commutes with the right
PU(H) action; on the one side we have
(g(a, f))F =
(
af(g), f(g)−1ff(g))
)
F
=
(
af(g)F,F−1f(g)−1ff(g)F
)
and on the other
g ((a, f)F ) =
(
aF, F−1fF )
)
F
=
(
aFF−1f(g)F,F−1f(g)−1FF−1fFF−1f(g)F
)
=
(
af(g)F,F−1f(g)−1ff(g)F
)
;
which shows that the actions commute.
Now, for the second condition let us take any point x ∈ EPU(H)×PU(H)
Homst(K,PU(H)) and let us choose a contractible neighborhood V of x.
Because the restricted bundle
(EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))) |V
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is trivializable we may find a section
EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))

V
α
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥ // EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H))
(2.4)
which can be decomposed as
α(v) = (λ(v), η(v))
with λ : V → EPU(H) and η : V → Homst(K,PU(H)).
Let us denote f := η(x) and let us consider the connected component
Wf ⊂ Homst(K,PU(H)) containing f . In view of Proposition 1.6 we know
that the group PU(H) acts transitively on Wf and therefore we have a non
canonical homeomorphism
PU(H)/PU(H)f
∼=
−→Wf , [F ] 7→ F
−1fF
where
PU(H)f = {F ∈ PU(H)|F
−1fF = f}
is the isotropy group of f and acts on PU(H) by conjugation on the right.
Because the bundle
PU(H)f −→ PU(H) −→ PU(H)/PU(H)f
is a principal bundle and V is a contractible set, we may find a lift σ : V →
PU(H) of the map η : V →Wf making the diagram commutative
PU(H)

V η
//
σ
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥ Wf
∼= // PU(H)/PU(H)f
Hence the map σ satisfies the equation
η(v) = σ(v)−1fσ(v)
for v ∈ V .
Let us now consider a different section
α′ : V → EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))
of the diagram (2.4) defined by the action of σ on α, namely:
α′(v) := α(v) · σ(v)−1 =
(
λ(v)σ(v)−1, σ(v)η(v)σ(v)−1
)
= (λ′(v), f)
where we denoted λ′(v) := λ(v)σ(v)−1.
With the section α′ at hand we can define a local trivialization as follows
V × PU(H)
φ
−→
(
EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H))
)
|V
(v, F ) 7→ α′(v) · F =
(
λ′(v)F,F−1fF
)
.(2.5)
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Transporting the K-action to the left-hand side of (2.5) we have that for
g ∈ K and (v, F ) ∈ V × PU(H),
g · (v, F ) := φ−1 (g(φ(v, F )))
= φ−1
(
g(λ′(v)F,F−1fF )
)
= φ−1
(
λ′(v)f(g)F,F−1f(g)−1ff(g)F
)
= (v, f(g)F ) ,
which implies that the K action on PU(H) is by multiplication on the left
by the fixed stable homomorphism f .
This finishes the proof.

2.3. Local objects. Following the notation of [19, 17] we say that:
Definition 2.4. For K a compact subgroup of G, a projective unitary stable
G-equivariant bundle over G/K is a local object.
We would like to classify the local objects. Let P → G/K be a local
object and consider the restriction P |[K] of P to the point [K] ∈ G/K. The
canonical map
P |[K] ×K G→ P, [(x, g)] 7→ gx
produces a G-equivariant isomorphism of projective unitary bundles, and by
Definition 2.2 we know that P |[K] trivializes via a map φ : PU(H) ∼= P |[K]
where the left K action on P |[K] induces a K action on PU(H) via a stable
homomorphism f ∈ Homst(K,PU(H)).
We can take theK action on PU(H)×G given by k·(F, g) := (f(k)F, gk−1)
and we obtain an isomorphism
PU(H)×K G
∼=
→ P, [(F, g)] 7→ gφ(F )
of projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundles.
We can conclude that
Lemma 2.5. The isomorphism classes of local objects over G/K are in one
to one correspondence with conjugacy classes of stable homomorphisms from
K to PU(H), which in view of Proposition 1.6 is isomorphic to the set of
isomorphism classes of S1-central extensions of K.
We have classified the projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundles
over the G-space Y ×K G when Y is a point. In the next section we will
generalize the classification whenever Y is a trivial K-space.
2.4. Universal projective unitary stable K-equivariant bundle over
trivial K-spaces. We will show that the universal projective unitary stable
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K-equivariant is bundle precisely the bundle
PU(H) // EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H))

EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H)).
(2.6)
To carry out the proof we will use two groupoids DK and CK and a functor
between the two DK → CK such that the geometric realization of the functor
|DK | → |CK | is homotopy equivalent to the bundle in (2.6). The groupoid
CK will be the action groupoid
CK := Homst(K,PU(H)) ⋊ PU(H)
whose objects are the stable homomorphisms and whose space of morphisms
is
Homst(K,PU(H)) × PU(H),
together with the structural maps
source(f, F ) = f, target(f, F ) = F−1fF, inverse(f, F ) = (F−1fF, F−1),
comp((f, F ), (F−1fF,G)) = (f, FG) and identity(f) = (f, 1).
The groupoid DK will consist of
Mor(DK) := Homst(K,PU(H)) × PU(H)× PU(H)
Obj(DK) := Homst(K,PU(H)) × PU(H)
together with structural maps
source(f, F,G) = (f, F ), target(f, F,G) = (GF−1fFG−1, G),
inverse(f, F,G) = (GF−1fFG−1, G, F ),
comp((f, F,G), (GF−1fFG−1, G, L)) = (f, F, L)
and identity(f, F ) = (f, F, 1).
The map γ : Mor(DK) → Mor(CK), (f, F,G) 7→ (f, FG
−1) induces a
functor γ : DK → CK , and therefore we have a map |γ| : |DK | → |CK | at the
level of their geometric realizations. The results of [18, Section 3] show that
|DK |
|γ|
→ |CK | is indeed projective unitary bundle
PU(H)→ |DK | → |CK |
and also that it is homotopy equivalent to the bundle in (2.6); recall from
the notation, section 0.1, that in this paper the geometrical realization of a
category W is defined as the geometrical realization of the category WN.
Endowing the groupoid DK with the following left action of the group K
K ×DK → DK , (g, (f, F,G)) 7→ (f, f(g)F,GF
−1f(g)F ),
a simple calculation shows that the induced action on CK is trivial. Hence
we have
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Lemma 2.6. The bundle PU(H) → |DK |
|γ|
→ |CK | is a projective unitary
stable K-equivariant bundle over the trivial K space |CK |.
Now let us do the main construction of this section
Theorem 2.7. Let PU(H) → Q → Y be a projective unitary stable K-
equivariant bundle over the trivial K-space Y , then there is a map α : Y →
|CK | such that α
∗|DK | ∼= Q as projective unitary stable K-equivariant bun-
dles.
Proof. Choose a cover {Ui}i∈I of Y where Q is trivialized, i.e.
φi : Q|Ui
∼=
→ Ui × PU(H)
and the K action on the right hand side comes form a stable homomorphism
fi : K → PU(H) satisfying the equation φi(g ·q) = (x, fi(g)F ) where φ(q) =
(x, F ) and g ∈ K. Define the transition functions ρji : Ui ∩ Uj → PU(H)
through the equations(
φj |Ui∩Uj ◦
(
φi|Ui∩Uj
)−1)
(x, F ) = (x, ρji(x)F ),
and note that we have the compatibility conditions
ρkj ◦ ρji = ρki, ρij ◦ ρji = ρii = 1, and ρji(x)
−1fi(g)ρij(x) = fj(g)
for all x ∈ Ui ∩ Uj and g ∈ K.
Now define the categories Y,Q associated to the open cover [18] whose
objects and morphism are respectively
Obj(Y) := {(y, i) ∈ Y × I|y ∈ Ui} ∼=
⊔
i∈I
Ui
Mor(Y) := {(y, i, j) ∈ Y × I × I|y ∈ Ui ∩ Uj} ∼=
⊔
(i,j)∈I2
Ui ∩ Ui
Obj(Q) := {(y, i, F ) ∈ Y × I × PU(H)|y ∈ Ui} ∼=
⊔
i∈I
Ui × PU(H)
Mor(Q) := {(y, i, j, F ) ∈ Y×I×I×PU(H)|y ∈ Ui∩Uj} ∼=
⊔
(i,j)∈I2
Ui∩Ui×PU(H)
and whose structural maps for Y are
source(y, i, j) = (y, i), target(y, i, j) = (y, j), inverse(y, i, j) = (y, j, i),
comp((y, i, j), (y, j, k)) = (y, i, k) and identity(y, i) = (y, i, i),
and for Q are
source(y, i, j, F ) = (y, i, F ), target(y, i, j, F ) = (y, j, ρji(y)F ),
inverse(y, i, j, F ) = (y, j, i, ρji(y)F ), identity(y, i, F ) = (y, i, i, F )
and comp((y, i, j, F ), (y, j, k, ρji(y)F )) = (y, i, k, F ).
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The forgetful functor β : Q → Y, (y, i, j, F ) 7→ (y, i, j) induces a map at
the level of the geometric realizations that makes the map |Q|
β
→ |Y| into a
projective unitary bundle.
Now define the functors Φ : Q → DK and φ : Y → CK that at the level of
morphisms are respectively
Φ(y, i, j, F ) := (fi, F, ρji(y)F ), φ(y, i, j) := (fi, ρij(y))
(the equations in (2.7) imply that Φ and φ are indeed functors), which at
the level of morphisms make the following diagram commute
Q
β

Φ // DK
γ

(y, i, j, F )
❴
β

✤ Φ // (fi, F, ρji(y)F )
❴
γ

Y
φ // CK (y, i, j)
✤ φ // (fi, ρij(y)).
Endowing the category Q with the left K-action
K ×Q → Q, (g, (y, i, j, F )) 7→ (y, i, j, fi(g)F )
we see that the functor Φ is K-equivariant. Therefore we get the at the level
of the geometric realizations
PU(H)

PU(H)

|Q|
|β|

|Φ| // |DK |
|γ|

|Y|
|φ| // |CK |.
we obtain a map of projective unitary stable K-equivariant bundles.
Following the procedure defined in [18, Section 4], from a partition of
unity subordinated to the open cover {Ui}{i∈I} one can construct maps Θ, θ
Q
Θ //

|Q|
|β|

Y
θ // |Y|.
such that Θ is a map of projective unitary stable K-equivariant bundles,
and moreover such that Θ and θ are homotopy equivalences.
We have then constructed a map of projective unitary stableK-equivariant
bundles
Q
|Φ|◦Θ//

|DK |
|γ|

Y
|φ|◦θ// |CK |.
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which by taking α := |φ| ◦ θ implies the proposition.

Corollary 2.8. Let Y be a trivial K-space, then
BunKst(Y, PU(H)) = [Y,EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H))].
Proof. Standard arguments in the classification of principal bundles (see [18,
Section 3], [14, 15]), together with Theorem 2.7 implies that
BunKst(Y, PU(H)) = [Y, |CK |].
Now, using Theorem 2.7 once again for the bundle in (2.6) we get a map
of projective unitary stable K-equivariant bundles
EPU(H)×Homst(K,PU(H)) //

|DK |
|γ|

EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H)) // |CK |.
which at the level of the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences [18].
Therefore we could take the bundle on the left hand side of the previous
diagram as our universal projective unitary stable K-equivariant bundle for
trivial K spaces. This finishes the proof. 
2.5. Gluing of local objects. We have seen in Section 2.1.2 that there is a
standard procedure in order to construct a G-space whose K-fixed point set
has a prescribed homotopy type. For the purpose of this section we would
need to construct a contravariant functor from the category OPG of canonical
orbits to the category of topological spaces, which at each orbit type G/K
specifies a space which classifies the isomorphism classes of projective unitary
N(K) equivariant bundles over trivial K-spaces endowed with a N(K)/K
actions
The first choice that comes to one’s mind is to make the assignment
G/K 7→ EPU(H)×PU(H) Homst(K,PU(H)),
but unfortunately this assignment fails to provide a contravariant functor
from OPG to topological spaces. One way to fix the problem is to choose
spaces with the same homotopy type for each G/K, with the extra property
that the functoriality of the category OPG is encoded in the selection. Let us
see how this selection can be carried out.
Consider the action groupoid G⋉G/K associated to the left action of G
on G/K, i.e. the space of objects is G/K and the space of morphisms is
G×G/K with source(g, h[K]) = h[K] and target(g, h[K]) = gh[K].
Note that the functor
K → G⋉G/K, k 7→ (k, [K])
from the category defined by the group K to G⋉G/K is an equivalence of
categories (Morita equivalence of groupoids as in [16]).
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One would expect that this equivalence of categories would induce an-
other equivalence of categories obtained by the restriction functor, from the
category
Functst(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) ⋊Maps(G/K,PU(H))
whose objects are stable functors from G⋉G/K to PU(H)
Functst(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) :=
{F ∈ Funct(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) : F |K ∈ Homst(K,PU(H))},
and whose morphisms are defined by natural transformations, to the cate-
gory
Homst(K,PU(H)) ⋊ PU(H).
Unfortunately again, this is not true in general for topological groups (see
Section 2.5.1), but it is the case when the group G is discrete (see Proposition
2.10 ), let us see why.
Consider the projective unitary G-equivariant bundle
P
p
→ G/K
and let us suppose that there is a trivialization of P
φ : P
∼=
→ PU(H)×G/K
as a unitary projective bundle. Note that such trivialization always exists
in the case that the group G is discrete.
Associated to the trivialization φ define the map ψ : G×G/K → PU(H)
by
ψ(g, k[H]) := π1(φ(gx))π1(φ(x))
−1(2.7)
where π1 is the projection on the first coordinate, and x is any point in P
such that p(x) = k[K].
Lemma 2.9. The map ψ is a functor from G⋉G/K to PU(H).
Proof. The map ψ is well defined; because if we take y = xF with F ∈
PU(H), since φ is a map of principal bundles, we have that φ(xF ) = φ(x)F ,
and therefore
π1(φ(gy))π1(φ(y))
−1 = π1(φ(gx))F (π1(φ(x))F )
−1 = π1(φ(gx))π1(φ(x))
−1.
By definition we have that ψ(1, k[H]) = 1; and the composition follows
from
ψ(h, gk[K])ψ(g, k[K]) = π1(φ(hgx))π1(φ(gx))
−1π1(φ(gx))π1(φ(x))
−1
= π1(φ(hgx))π1(φ(x))
−1
= ψ(hg, k[K]).

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If we have two different trivializations φ1, φ2 : P ∼= PU(H) ×G/K, they
are related via a gauge transformation σ : G/K → PU(H) by the equation
σ(p(x)) = π1(φ1(x))π1(φ2(x))
−1.
Therefore the associated functors ψ1 and ψ2 are related by the natural
transformation σ in the following way
σ(gk[K])−1ψ1(g, k[K])σ(k[K]) = ψ2(g, k[K])
which can be written as σ−1ψ1σ = ψ2.
If we denote the category
C˜G/K := Functst(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) ⋊Maps(G/K,PU(H))
and recalling the category CK from 2.4 we can conclude
Proposition 2.10. Let us suppose that for any local object P → G/K
there exists a trivialization P ∼= PU(H) × G/K as principal bundles, then
the restriction functor R : C˜G/K → CK which to any functor ψ assigns the
homomorphism R(ψ)(k) := ψ(k, [K]), is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. By definition of C˜G/K , any stable functor restricts to a stable homo-
morphism. Let us see that the functor is essentially surjective.
For f : K → PU(H) a stable homomorphism, consider
P = PU(H)×f G := PU(H)×K G
where K acts on PU(H) via the homomorphism f . By hypothesis P is
trivializable via φ : P
∼=
→ PU(H)×G/K and therefore the associated functor
ψ : G⋉G/K → PU(H) is defined by the formula (2.7). The restriction R(ψ)
is a homomorphism which is conjugate to f , and therefore the functor R is
essentially surjective.
The maps on morphisms
Hom
C˜G/K
(ψ1, ψ2)→ HomCK (R(ψ1), R(ψ2))
are bijective, as any natural transformation is defined by its value in [K]:
σ(g[K]) = ψ1(g, [K])σ([K])ψ2(g, [K])
−1.
Therefore the restriction functor is moreover full and faithful, hence it gives
an equivalence of categories. 
Corollary 2.11. If all local objects P → G/K trivialize as PU(H)-principal
bundles, then the restriction functor induces a homotopy equivalence
R : |C˜G/K |
≃
→ |CK |.
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2.5.1. Triviality as principal bundles of the local objects. The triviality of the
local objects as principal PU(H)-bundles may be characterized in topological
terms in the following form.
Let P → G/K be a projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle over
G/K for K compact. We have seen that
P ∼= P |[K] ×K G ∼= PU(H)×f G
as projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundles where K acts on PU(H)
through the stable homomorphism f : K → PU(H).
We have already seen that the homotopy class of the map Bf : BK →
BPU(H) determines the isomorphism class of the bundle defined by f , and
that the isomorphism class of its associated bundle over G/K is determined
by the homotopy class of a map F : EG×GG/K → BPU(H) defined using
a homotopy equivalence EG×GG/K
≃
→ BK. In this framework we can see
that the bundle P is trivial after forgetting the G action, if the composition
of the maps
G/K → EG×G G/K → BPU(H)
is homotopy trivial; or in other words that the homomorphism in third
cohomology groups
H3G(G/K,Z) → H
3(G/K,Z)(2.8)
is trivial.
In the case that the group G is discrete, the orbit types are also discrete
and therefore any bundle over G/K is trivializable. When the group G is
a Lie group there is no reason to expect that the homomorphism of (2.8) is
trivial in general. On the contrary, applying the Eilenberg-Moore spectral
sequence to the fibration G/K → BK → BG one gets the isomorphism [20]
H∗(G/K,Z) ∼= TorC∗(BG,Z)(Z, C
∗(BK,Z)),
that in principle would make one guess that there are several cases on which
the homomorphism in (2.8) is not trivial.
Take for example the case of G = SU(3) and K = SO(3) whose quotient
space is X−1 = SU(3)/SO(3) which is known as the Wu manifold. In this
case H2(X−1,Z) = Z/2 (see [6]) which implies that H
3(X−1,Z) = Z/2.
Applying the Serre spectral sequence to the fibration G/K → EG×K G→
BG we get that the only non trivial term of the second page at total degree
three is
E0,32 = H
0(BSU(3),H3(X−1,Z)) = Z/2,
which moreover survives to the infinity page E0,3∞ = Z/2. This fact implies
that the homomorphism in (2.8) is an isomorphism
H3(BSO(3),Z)
∼=
→ H3(SU(3)/SO(3),Z) = Z/2.
From the previous discussion we see that we can improve Proposition 2.10
in the following way.
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Proposition 2.12. The restriction functor R : C˜G/K → CK is an equiva-
lence of categories, if and only if the following homomorphism is trivial
H3G(G/K,Z)→ H
3(G/K,Z).
Proof. We have seen that the local triviality of the local objects is equivalent
to the triviality of the homomorphism, and moreover that it implies that
the functor R is an equivalence of categories.
Now, if the functor R is essentially surjective, then any stable homomor-
phism f : K → PU(H) is the restriction of a stable functor ψ : G⋉G/K →
PU(H) , and therefore the bundle PU(H)×f G can be trivialized with the
information of the functor ψ. 
Corollary 2.13. The functor R : C˜SU(3)/SO(3) → CSO(3) is not an equiva-
lence.
Once one has classified all projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundles
P → G/K over the orbit types G/K, one may proceed to glue all these bun-
dles via the information provided by their gauge groups. When the bundle
P → G/K is trivializable as a PU(H)-bundle, we have shown that the cat-
egory C˜G/K contains all the relevant information to perform the gluing, and
since we would like to construct the universal equivariant projective unitary
stable bundle using the categories C˜G/K , we restric to the case on which G
is discrete and the groups K are finite. The general case on which G is not
discrete will not be done in this paper since it would take us away from the
main focus of this work which is the study of the category of functors from
G⋉G/K to PU(H).
3. Universal equivariant projective unitary stable bundle for
proper and discrete actions
In this chapter we construct a universal model for the equivariant projec-
tive unitary stable bundles for proper actions of a discrete group G. Hence
throughout this chapter the group G is discrete and OGP has for objects the
sets G/K for all K finite subgroups of G.
3.1. A model for the universal equivariant projective unitary bun-
dle for the orbit type G/K. We will proceed in a similar way as in
Section 2.4 by constructing a category D˜G/K together with a functor γ˜ :
D˜G/K → C˜G/K , whose geometric realization provides a concrete description
of the pullback of the PU(H)-bundle |γ| : |DK |→|CK | along the restriction
map R : |C˜G/K | → |CK |.
Definition 3.1. Let D˜G/K be the category whose morphisms Mor(D˜G/K)
are
Functst(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) × PU(H)×Maps(G/K,PU(H)),
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whose objects are
Functst(G⋉G/K,PU(H)) × PU(H)
and whose structural maps are defined by
source(ψ,F, σ) = (ψ,F )
target(ψ,F, σ) = (σF−1ψFσ−1, σ([K]))
comp((ψ,F, σ), (σF−1ψFσ−1, σ([K]), δ)) = (ψ,F, δσ([K])−1σ).
Let us consider the functor that forgets the PU(H) coordinate
γ˜ : D˜G/K → C˜G/K
that at the level of morphisms and objects is defined by
γ˜(ψ,F, σ) := (ψ,Fσ−1), γ˜(ψ,F ) := ψ.
Proposition 3.2. The bundle
PU(H)→ |D˜G/K |
|γ˜|
→ |C˜G/K |
is a projective unitary stable N(K)-equivariant bundle.
Proof. Since C˜ : G/K 7→ C˜G/K is a functor from the category of canonical
orbits OPG to the category of small categories we have an induced left action
of MorOPG
(G/K,G/K) = N(K)/K on C˜G/K as well as on its geometric
realization. On the objects of C˜G/K the left N(K)/K-action is explicitly
given by
n · ψ = ψn, with ψn(g, k[K]) = ψ(g, kn[K]),
while on morphisms it is given by n · (ψ, σ) = (ψn, σn), where σn = σ ◦ rn
and rn : G/K → G/K is the G-equivariant map with rn(g[K]) = gn[K].
Now, on the one side we have that(
n · (σ−1ψσ)
)
(g, k[K]) = (σ−1ψσ)(g, kn[K])
= σ(gkn[K])−1ψ(g, kn[K])σ(kn[K])
and on the other(
(σn)−1ψnσn
)
(g, k[K]) = σn(gk[K])−1ψn(g, k[K])σn(k[K])
= σ(gkn[K])−1ψ(g, kn[K])σ(kn[K]);
therefore we have that with the previous action, the group N(K)/K acts on
the category C˜G/K .
Let us now endow the category D˜G/K with a right PU(H) action and with
a left N(K) action, commuting one with each other.
The left N(K) action N(K) × D˜G/K → D˜G/K at the level of morphisms
is defined by
n · (ψ,F, σ) := (ψn, ψ(n, [K])F, σnF−1ψ(n, [K])F )
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and at the level of objects by
n · (ψ,F ) := (ψn, ψ(n, [K])F );
note that
target(n · (ψ,F, σ)) = (σnF−1ψnF (σn)−1, σn([K])F−1ψ(n, [K])F )
and
n · target(ψ,F, σ) = n · (σF−1ψFσ−1, σ([K]))
= (σnF−1ψnF (σn)−1, σ(n[K])F−1ψ(n, [K])F ),
therefore we have that with the previous action N(K) acts on the category
D˜G/K .
The right PU(H) action D˜G/K × PU(H) → D˜G/K can be defined at the
level of morphisms
(ψ,F, σ) · L := (ψ,FL, σL)
and note that
target((ψ,F, σ) · L) = target(ψ,FL, σL)
= (σL(FL)−1ψFL(σL)−1, σ([K])L)
= (σF−1ψFσ−1, σ([K])L)
= (target(ψ,F, σ)) · L.
Moreover note that
(n · (ψ,F, σ)) · L = (ψn, ψ(n, [K])FL, σnF−1ψ(n, [K])FL)
= (ψn, ψ(n, [K])FL, (σL)n(FL)−1ψ(n, [K])FL)
= n · ((ψ,F, σ) · L)
and therefore we see that the PU(H) action is indeed an action, that com-
mutes with the composition of the category, and that it commutes with the
N(K) action.
By definition of the functor γ˜ the induced PU(H) action on C˜G/K is trivial,
and the induced N(K) action on C˜G/K coincides with the N(K)/K-action
on C˜G/K referred to at the beginning of the proof.
The stability of the action of the subgroup K on the fibers is satisfied by
construction. Therefore we have that the bundle
PU(H)→ |D˜G/K |
|γ˜|
→ |C˜G/K |
is a unitary stable N(K)-equivariant bundle. 
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3.2. A model for the universal equivariant projective unitary stable
bundle. The individual spaces |D˜G/K | assemble like the restrictions of a
projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle to the fixed point sets of the
base. We will glue them together accordingly in order to obtain a universal
projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle.
Let O˜PG denote the following category. Its objects are copies of G, one for
each canonical proper orbit G/K, and we will write GG/H for the copy of G
which belongs to a proper orbit G/H. The set of morphisms from GG/H to
GG/K is given by
MorO˜PG
(GG/H , GG/K) = {m ∈ G | m
−1Hm ⊂ K}.
Amorphismm ∈ MorO˜PG
(G/H,G/K) should be thought of as aG-equivariant
map from G to G given through right multiplication by m, hence it cov-
ers the induced map rm : G/H → G/K, gH 7→ gmK. Consequently
the composition n ◦ m of two morphisms m ∈ MorO˜PG
(G/H,G/K) and
n ∈ MorO˜PG
(G/K,G/L) is defined as the right multiplication by m · n.
There is a canonical functor π : O˜PG → O
P
G, which maps the object
GG/K to G/K, and which maps a morphism m ∈ MorO˜PG
(GG/H , GG/K)
to rm : G/H → G/K, i.e. for every morphism m the functor π decodes the
commutative diagram
GG/H
m //

GG/K

G/H
rm // G/K.
The categories D˜G/K provide a contravariant functor D˜ from O˜
P
G to the
category of small categories which on the level of objects is given by
D˜(GG/K) = D˜G/K ,
while for a morphism m ∈ Mor
O˜PG
(GG/H , GG/K) the corresponding map
D˜(m) : D˜G/K → D˜G/H
is given at the level of morphisms by
D˜(m)(ψ,F, σ) = (ψm, ψ(m, [K])F, σmF−1ψ(m, [K])F )
and at the level of objects by
D˜(m)(ψ,F ) = (ψm, ψ(m, [K])F )
where ψm and σm are defined by the formulas
ψm(g, h[H]) := ψ(g, hm[K])
σm(h[H]) := σ(hm[K]).
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Note that D˜ respects composition in O˜PG since for two composable mor-
phisms m : GG/H → GG/K and n : GG/K → GG/L and a morphism (ψ,F, σ)
in D˜G/L we have that
D˜(m) ◦ D˜(n)(ψ,F, σ)
=D˜(m)(ψn, ψ(n, [L])F, σnF−1ψ(n, [L])F )
= ((ψn)m, ψn(m, [K])ψ(n, [L])F,
(σn)mF−1ψ(n, [L])F (ψ(n, [L])F )−1ψn(m, [K])ψ(n, [L])F
)
(3.1)
=
(
ψm·n, ψ(m,n[L])ψ(n, [L])F, σm·nF−1ψ(m,n[L])ψ(n, [L])F
)
=
(
ψm·n, ψ(m · n, [L])F, σm·nF−1ψ(m · n, [L])F
)
=D˜(n ◦m)(ψ,F, σ).
Note also that there is the antihomomorphism
Mor
O˜PG
(GG/K , GG/K)→ N(K), n ◦m 7→ m · n,
and that the contravariant action of MorO˜PG
(GG/K , GG/K) on D˜G/K coin-
cides with the left N(K) action introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Remark 3.3. The restriction functors R′ : D˜G/K → DK and R : C˜G/K → CK
induced by the inclusion K ⋉ K/K →֒ G ⋉ G/K are compatible with the
functors γ˜ and γ respectively, so that we have a commutative diagram
|D˜G/K |
R′ //

|DK |

|C˜G/K |
R // |CK |.
The diagram is a map of K-equivariant PU(H)-bundles, hence in particular
the bundle |γ˜| : |D˜G/K | → |C˜G/K | is a pullback of the projective unitary
stable K-equivariant bundle |γ| : |DK | → |CK |.
Moreover, since the restriction functor R : C˜G/K → CK is an equivalence
of categories (see Proposition 2.10), the induced map R : |C˜G/K | → |CK | is a
homotopy equivalence and therefore the bundle |D˜G/K | → |C˜G/K | is another
universal bundle for projective unitary K-equivariant bundles of K-trivial
spaces. The main difference between the two bundles |D˜G/K | and |D˜K | is
that on the first we have a canonical way to extend the K action to the
group N(K), meanwhile on the second we do not know whether the action
could be extended in a canonical way. It is precisely this extension property
which later on will allow us to glue together the various |D˜G/K | to obtain
G-space.
The various functors γ˜ : D˜G/K → C˜G/K provide a natural transformation
γ˜ from D˜ to C˜ ◦ π. Now for constructing the universal bundle consider the
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covariant functors which at the level of objects are given by
∇˜ : O˜PG → Spaces, GG/K 7→ G
∇ : OPG → Spaces, G/K 7→ G/K
and at the level of morphisms are the G-equivariant maps defined by multi-
plication on the right.
Assemble the covariant functors ∇˜ and ∇ with the contravariant functors
|D˜| and |C˜| respectively in order to get spaces that we denote
E := |D˜| ×hO˜PG
∇˜ and B := |C˜| ×hOPG
∇
where we have that |D˜|(GG/K) := |D˜G/K | and |C˜|(G/K) := |C˜G/K |.
The natural transformation γ˜ : D˜ → C˜ ◦ π provides a map
|D˜| ×
hO˜PG
∇˜ −→ |C˜| ×hOPG
∇
which makes
PU(H)→ E → B
into a projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle.
Theorem 3.4. The bundle
PU(H)→ E → B
is a universal projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle for proper G-
actions.
Proof. The bundles
PU(H)→ |D˜G/K | ×N(K) G→ |C˜G/K | ×N(K)/K G/K
are projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundles, and therefore the bundle
E → B is also a projective unitary stable G-equivariant bundle since we
defined the spaces E and B via a homotopy colimit.
Let us check the universality: take a projective unitary stableG-equivariant
bundle P → X over the proper G-space X and take any point x ∈ X. By
Definition 2.2 we know that there exists a G-invariant neighborhood V of x
and a Gx-contractible slice U such that
α : P |V
∼=
→ (PU(H)× U)×Gx G
where Gx acts on PU(H) via a stable homomorphism f . Contracting U to
the point x, and trivializing the bundle in the bottom with the map φ we
get the diagram of projective unitary stable bundles
P |V
α
∼=
// (PU(H)× U)×Gx G
p

PU(H)×f G
φ // PU(H)×G/Gx.
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Define the map
P |V → Obj(D˜G/Gx), z 7→ (ψ, π1(φ(p(α(z)))))
where ψ : G ⋉ G/K → PU(H) is the functor induced by φ constructed in
(2.7), and note that this map is a G-equivariant map of projective unitary
stable bundles.
Changes on the trivialization φ are parameterized by the gauge group
Maps(G/Gx, PU(H)) and they are controlled by the morphisms of the cat-
egory D˜G/Gx , and changes on the base point x are parameterized by the
morphisms in O˜PG. The composition of a change of base point together
with a change of trivialization induce a path in the space E . Therefore the
standard argument of the classification of principal bundles permits us to
conclude that by choosing a good G cover of X, we can find a G-equivariant
map of projective unitary stable bundles which makes the diagram into a
pullback diagram
P //

E

X // B.

We have that the space B is the base for the universal projective unitary
stable G-equivariant bundle and therefore we have that the isomorphism
classes of projective unitary stable bundles over a proper G-space are in 1-1
correspondence with homotopy classes of maps to the space B.
3.3. The homotopy type of the classifying space of equivariant pro-
jective unitary stable bundles. Let us do a first attempt in trying to
obtain a homotopy equivalent space which relates to equivariant cohomology
as in Corollary 1.11. Taking the Borel construction of the bundle E → B we
obtain a projective unitary bundle
PU(H)→ E ×G EG→ B ×G EG
whose classifying map to BPU(H) induces an adjoint map
Ψ : B →Maps(EG,BPU(H))
which is G-equivariant. This map restricted to the fixed point set of a finite
group K
ΨK : BK
≃
→Maps(EG,BPU(H))K ∼=Maps(BK,BPU(H))(3.2)
is a homotopy equivalence; this follows from Corollary 1.11 and the homo-
topy equivalences
|C˜G/K | ≃ |C˜G/K | ×N(K)/K E(N(K)/K)
≃
→ BK.
When the subgroup K is not finite (the orbit type G/K is not an object
in OPG) the fixed point set B
K is empty, meanwhile Maps(BK,BPU(H)) is
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far from being empty. Therefore the map Ψ is not in general a G-homotopy
equivalence, but in the case that G is finite we have just shown that Ψ
induces a G-homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 3.5. The G-equivariant map
Ψ : B →Maps(EG,BPU(H)),
which is the adjoint of the classifying map of the projective unitary bundle
E ×G EG → B ×G EG, is a G-homotopy equivalence in the case that G is
finite.
Now let us see the case where G might not be finite.
Definition 3.6. Let M : OPG → Spaces be the contravariant functor that
is defined on objects by
M(G/K) :=Maps(G/K ×G EG,BPU(H))
and that to any morphism α ∈ MorOPG
(G/K,G/H) the induced morphism
M(α) : M(G/H) → M(G/K) is obtained by the composition with the
induced map G/K ×G EG→ G/H ×G EG.
Define the space M :=M ×hOPG
∇.
By the classification of principal bundles, there exist horizontal maps
making the following diagram commutative
(
|D˜G/K | ×N(K) G
)
×G EG //

EPU(H)
(
|C˜G/K | ×N(K)/K G/K
)
×G EG // BPU(H).
By taking the adjoint map of the bottom horizontal map, we get a N(K)/K
equivariant map
|C˜G/K | →Maps(G/K ×G EG,BPU(H))
for all orbit types; these maps can be assembled into a natural transfor-
mation of functors between the functors |C˜| and M and therefore we get a
G-equivariant map
Ψ : B →M.
Proposition 3.7. The map Ψ : B → M is a G-equivariant homotopy
equivalence.
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Proof. Let K be a finite subgroup of G, and let us consider restriction of Ψ
to the fixed point set of the group K. We obtain the following diagram
BK
ΦK //MK
|C˜G/K |
≃
OO
≃

// Maps(G/K ×G EG,BPU(H))
≃
OO
≃

|CK |
≃ // Maps(BK,BPU(H))
where the top vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences induced by the
inclusion of the spaces associated to the orbit type G/K, the bottom verti-
cal arrows are homotopy equivalences induced by restriction (see Corollary
2.11), and the bottom horizontal arrow is a homotopy equivalence as it was
shown in Corollary 1.11.
Therefore Ψ induces a homotopy equivalence for all finite subgroups of
G which by Theorem 7.4 of [7] implies that Ψ is a G-equivariant homotopy
equivalence.

Note that from the construction of the functor M and from Corollary
1.11 we see that M is a classifying space for the degree 3 cohomology of
finite groups of G, namely, for all orbit types G/K for K finite, we have the
isomorphism in homotopy groups
πi((Maps(G/K,M)
G) ∼= H3−i(BK,Z).
3.4. Classification of projective unitary stable equivariant bundles
for proper and discrete actions. We have seen in (3.2) that the map
Ψ : B →Maps(EG,BPU(H)) is a homotopy equivalence once restricted to
the fixed point set of a finite subgroup K of G. This fact is precisely what
is needed in order to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8. For X a proper G-space, the map Ψ induces a bijective map
between the isomorphism classes of projective unitary stable G-equivariant
bundles over X and the elements of the third G-equivariant cohomology
group of X, i.e.
Ψ˜ : BunGst(X,PU(H))
∼=
−→ H3(X ×G EG;Z).
Therefere, the isomorphism classes of projective unitary stable G-equivariant
bundles over X are classified by the elements in H3(X ×G EG,Z).
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Proof. Consider the following isomorphisms
BunGst(X,PU(H))
∼= π0(Maps(X,B)
G)
∼= π0(Maps(X,Maps(EG,BPU(H)))
G)
∼= π0(Maps(X ×G EG,BPU(H)))
∼= H3(X ×G EG,Z).
where the isomorphism of the first line follows from Theorem 3.4, the iso-
morphism of the third line follows from the compact open topology, and
the isomorphism in the fourth line follows from the fact that BPU(H) is an
Eilenberg-Maclane K(Z, 3) space. We are left with the isomorphism of the
second line.
In view of the results of section 2.1.2, let us consider the map
HomOPG
(ΦX,ΦB)→ HomOPG
(ΦX,ΦMaps(EG,BPU(H))
induced by the map Ψ. At the orbit type G/K with K finite, we get that
the map
Maps(XK ,BK)
≃
→ Maps(XK ,Maps(EG,BPU(H)K), f 7→ ΨK ◦ f
induces a homotopy equivalence since we know that the map ΨK defined in
(3.2) induces a homotopy equivalence. Therefore we can conclude that the
map
HomOPG
(ΦX,ΦB)
≃
−→ HomOPG
(ΦX,ΦMaps(EG,BPU(H))
is a homotopy equivalence, and this implies that the map
Maps(X,B)G
≃
−→Maps(X,Maps(EG,BPU(H)))G
is also a homotopy equivalence. This shows the isomorphism of the second
line. Hence we obtain the desired isomorphism
BunGst(X,PU(H))
∼= H3(X ×G EG;Z).

4. Twisted equivariant K-theory for proper actions, definition
and properties
In this chapter we show that the twisted equivariant K-theory defined as
the homotopy groups of bundles of Fredholm operators satisfies the axioms
of an equivariant generalized cohomology theory. We first give the definition
of the twisted equivariant K-theory for proper actions of Lie groups twisted
by equivariant projective unitary bundles, and then we show that these
groups satisfy the axioms of a generalized equivariant cohomology theory in
the sense of [13], namely that this generalized cohomology theory is endowed
with induction and restriction structures.
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4.1. Representing space for K-theory. To define the twisted equivariant
K-theory we need to use the appropriate representing space of K-theory de-
fined by Fredholm operators, with the extra property that the group PU(H)
endowed with the compactly generated compact open topology acts contin-
uously on it by conjugation.
The space Fred(H) of Fredholm operators on the Hilbert spaceH endowed
with the norm topology is a representing space for K-theory, but the group
PU(H) with the compactly generated compact open topology does not act
continuously on Fred(H). Atiyah and Segal in [1] construct an alternative
space Fred′(H) representing K-theory by Fredholm operators and on which
PU(H) acts continuously. Let us recall the definition of Fred′(H).
Definition 4.1. [1, Chapter 3] Let Fred′(H) consist of pairs (A,B) of
bounded operators onH such that AB−1 and BA−1 are compact operators.
Endow Fred′(H) with the topology induced by the embedding
Fred′(H) → B(H)× B(H)× K(H)× K(H)
(A,B) 7→ (A,B,AB − 1, BA− 1)
where B(H) is the bounded operators on H with the compact open topology
and K(H) is the compact operators with the norm topology.
Proposition 3.1 of [1] shows that Fred′(H) is a representing space for K-
theory and moreover that U(H)c.o. with the compact open topology acts
continuously on Fred′(H) by conjugation. It is a simple exercise in topology
to show that the continuity of the U(H)c.o. action implies the continuity of
the U(H)c.g. action; therefore we can conclude that the group PU(H) acts
continuously on Fred′(H) by conjugation.
Let us choose the identity operator (Id, Id) as the base point in Fred′(H).
4.2. Definition of Twisted Equivariant K-theory for proper actions.
Let X be a proper G space and P → X a projective unitary stable G-
equivariant bundle over X. Recall that the space of Fredholm operators
defined above is endowed with a continuous right action of the group PU(H)
by conjugation, therefore we could take the associated bundle over X
Fred(P ) := P ×PU(H) Fred
′(H)
with fibres Fred′(H) with the induced G action given by
g · [(λ, (A,B))] := [(gλ, (A,B))]
for g in G, λ in P and (A,B) in Fred′(H).
Denote by
Γ(X; Fred(P ))
the space of sections of the bundle Fred(P ) → X and choose as base point
in this space the section which chooses the base point on each fiber. This
section exists because the PU(H) action on (Id, Id) is trivial, and therefore
X ∼= P/PU(H) ∼= P ×PU(H) {(Id, Id)} ⊂ Fred(P );
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let us denote this identity section by s.
The group G acts on Γ(X; Fred(P )) in the natural way, namely for g ∈ G
and σ a section (g · σ)(x) := gσ(g−1x) and therefore the fixed point set
Γ(X; Fred(P ))G
is precisely the space of G-equivariant sections. Note that the base point in
Γ(X; Fred(P )) is fixed by G because the identity operators commute with
all operators, and therefore the space of G-equivariant sections has also a
base point.
Definition 4.2. Let X be a connected G-space and P a projective unitary
stable G-equivariant bundle over X. The Twisted G-equivariant K-theory
groups of X twisted by P are defined as
K−nG (X;P ) := πn
(
Γ(X; Fred(P ))G, s
)
where the base point s is the identity section.
For an inclusion j : A → X of G-spaces we have a restriction map on
invariant sections
Γ(X; Fred(P ))G → Γ(A; Fred(P |A))
G
which induces homomorphisms at the level of the homotopy groups, hence
homomorphisms in the twisted equivariant K-theories
j∗ : K∗G(X;P )→ K
∗
G(A;P |A).
The relative K-theory groups for the pair (X,A) twisted by the bundle P
over X, whenever X is connected, will be defined as the homotopy groups
of the homotopy fiber of the restriction map
j∗ : Γ(X; Fred(P ))→ Γ(A; Fred(P |A)).
The homotopy fiber of the restriction map can be written in terms of the
mapping cylinder of the inclusion j : A→ X
Cyl(X,A) = (X ⊔A× [0, 1])/a ∼ (a, 0) ∀a ∈ A,
as the space of relative sections
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A× {1}; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))
where the relative sections for an inclusion B → Y are defined as
Γ(Y,B; Fred(Q)) := {σ ∈ Γ(Y ; Fred(Q)) : σ|B = s}.
Definition 4.3. The Relative Twisted Equivariant K-theory groups of the
triple (X,A;P ) are the groups
K−nG (X,A;P ) := πn
(
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A× {1}; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))
G
)
.
If the space X is a disjoint union of G-spaces X =
⊔
αXα, we define the
Twisted Equivariant K-theory groups as
K−nG (X,A;P ) :=
∏
α
K−nG (Xα, A ∩Xα;P |Xα).
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4.3. Properties of the Twisted Equivariant K-theory groups.
4.3.1. Functoriality. Let us consider the category prop G − CW2twist whose
objects are triples (X,A;P ) consisting of an inclusion A → X of proper
G-CW spaces, together with a projective unitary stable G-equivariant bun-
dle P → X, and whose morphisms f : (Y,B;Q) → (X,A;P ) consist of
G equivariant maps f : Q → P of principal PU(H)-bundles, inducing an
equivariant map f : (Y,B)→ (X,A) on the bases such that the diagram
Q
f //

P

Y
f // X
is a pullback diagram
Then the map f induces a pullback diagram at the level of the associated
bundles
Fred(Q)
f //

Fred(P )

Y
f // X
which implies that any section on Fred(P ) defines a unique section on
Fred(Q). Thus the map f induces an equivariant map at the level of sections
f# : Γ(X; Fred(P ))→ Γ(Y ; Fred(Q))
and therefore f induces a homomorphism at the level of the homotopy groups
of the G-invariant sections
f∗ : πn
(
Γ(X; Fred(P ))G
)
→ πn
(
Γ(Y ; Fred(Q))G
)
which produces the desired homomorphism in Twisted K-theory groups
f∗ : K−nG (X;P )→ K
−n
G (Y ;Q).
The relative case follows the same principle as we have the following
pullback diagram
Fred(Cyl(Q,Q|B))
f //

Fred(Cyl(P,P |A))

Cyl(Y,B) // Cyl(X,A)
which induces an equivariant map in relative sections
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))→ Γ(Cyl(Y,B), B; Fred(Cyl(Q,Q|B)))
inducing the desired homomorphism in twisted equivariant K-theory groups
f∗ : K−nG (X,A;P )→ K
−n
G (Y,B;Q).
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This implies that the twisted equivariant K-theory groups provide a func-
tor from prop G− CW2twist to graded abelian groups
K∗G : prop G− CW
2
twist → Graded abelian groups.
4.3.2. Twisted Equivariant K-theory as a generalized cohomology theory.
The twisted equivariant K-theory groups satisfy the axioms of a general-
ized cohomology theory.
• Homotopy axiom: Two morphisms f0, f1 : (Y,B;Q) → (X,A;P )
in prop G−CW2twist are homotopy equivalent if there exists a left G-
equivariant and right PU(H) equivariant homotopy F : Q× I → P
such that F ( , 0) = f0 and F ( , 1) = f1, and moreover that the
diagram
Q× I
F //

P

Y × I
F // X
is a pullback square.
The fact that the square above is a pullback square implies that
there is an induced map on relative sections
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))→
Γ(Cyl(Y,B) × I,B × I; Fred(Cyl(Q,Q|B)× I))
whose adjoint can be seen as the desired homotopy
Γ(X,A; Fred(P ))× I
F#
→ Γ(Cyl(Y,B), B; Fred(Cyl(Q,Q|B)))
between the induced maps f#0 and f
#
1 .
Therefore the homomorphisms
f∗0 , f
∗
1 : K
−n
G (X,A;P )→ K
−n
G (Y,B;Q)
are equal.
• Additivity axiom: If the space X is a disjoint union of G-spaces
X =
⊔
αXα, we have setup in Definition 4.3 that the Twisted Equi-
variant K-theory groups are
K−nG (X,A;P ) :=
∏
α
K−nG (Xα, A ∩Xα;P |Xα);
this is the additivity axiom.
• Excision axiom: Let Z ⊂ X be an open, G-invariant subset such
that the closure of Z is contained in the interior of A. Then the
restriction map induced by (X − Z,A − Z) → (X,A) induces a
homeomorphism of spaces of relative sections
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A × I; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))
∼=
→
Γ(Cyl(X − Z,A− Z), (A− Z)× I;Fred(Cyl(P |X−Z , P |X−A)))(4.1)
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because any section σ of the bundle Fred(Cyl(P |X−Z , P |X−A)) which
restricts to the base point in (A − Z) × I, can be uniquely ex-
tended to a section σ in Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)) by defining σA×I := s
and σ|Cyl(P |X−Z ,P |X−A) := σ.
Now, since the inclusion of A into X is a G-cofibration the inclu-
sion of pairs of spaces
(Cyl(X,A), A × {1})→ (Cyl(X,A), A × I)
is a G-homotopy equivalence, and therefore the induced map on the
spaces of relative sections is also a G-homotopy equivalence,
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A × I; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))
≃
→
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A × {1};Fred(Cyl(P,P |A))).
The previous argument can also be carried out for the pair (X −
Z,A − Z) yielding a G-homotopy equivalence
Γ(Cyl(X − Z,A− Z), (A− Z)× I; Fred(Cyl(P |X−Z , P |X−A)))
≃
→
Γ(Cyl(X − Z,A − Z), (A− Z)× {1}; Fred(Cyl(P |X−Z , P |X−A))).
Therefore, the homotopies outlined above, together with the home-
omorphism of (4.1) implies that there is an isomorphism of relative
groups
KnG(X,A;P )
∼= KnG(X − Z,A− Z;P |X−Z).
• Long Exact Sequence axiom for pairs: We have defined the
relative twisted equivariant K-theory groups as the homotopy groups
of the relative sections on the mapping cylinder
K−nG (X,A;P ) := πn
(
Γ(Cyl(X,A), A× {1}; Fred(Cyl(P,P |A)))
G
)
.
The relative sections of the mapping cylinder is weakly homotopi-
caly equivalent to the homotopy fiber of the restriction map
Γ(X,Fred(P ))→ Γ(A; Fred(P |A)).
Therefore the long exact sequence on homotopy groups induces the
long exact sequence for the twisted equivariant K-theory groups
→ KnG(X,A;P ) → K
n
G(X;P )→ K
n
G(A,P |A)→ K
n+1(X,A;P ) → .
4.3.3. Bott periodicity. The existence of a homotopy equivalence
Fred′(H)
≃
→ Ω2Fred′(H)
proven in [4, Theorem 5.1], yields isomorphisms
K−nG (X,A;P )
∼=
→ K−n−2G (X,A;P )
which makes the twisted equivariant K-theory groups into a Z-graded 2-
periodic cohomology theory if we define the positive twisted equivariant
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K-theory groups by the information on K0 and K−1; namely, for p > 0 we
define
KpG(X,A;P ) =
{
K0G(X,A;P ) if p is even
K−1G (X,A;P ) if p is odd.
4.3.4. Twisted Equivariant K-theory over G/K. Let P → G/K be a projec-
tive unitary stable G-equivariant bundle over G/K for K finite subgroup of
G, and recall that
P ∼= PU(H)×K G
as equivariant bundles whereK acts on PU(H) by the stable homomorphism
f : K → PU(H).
Therefore we have the index map
π0 (Γ(G/K; Fred(P )) = π0
(
Fred′(H)K
) ∼=
→ RS1(K˜)
where the second is obtained by the index map and RS1(K˜) denotes the
Grothendieck group of the semi-group K˜ = f∗U(H) of isomorphism classes
representations on which S1 = Ker(K˜ → K) acts by multiplication. The
index map is an isomorphism. It surjective because the K action on PU(H)
is stable, and the injectivity follows from the G-equivariant contractibility
of U(H).
We can conclude that the twisted equivariant K-theory groups for the
orbit type G/K twisted by P → G/K are:
K0G(G/K;P )
∼= RS1(K˜), K
−1
G (G/K;P ) = 0.
4.3.5. Induction structure. The twisted equivariant K-theory groups for proper
actions can be endowed with an Induction structure as it is defined in Sec-
tion 1 of [13]. Let α : H → G be a group homomorphism and X be a
H-proper space such that ker(α) acts freely on X. Let us denote by X×αG
the quotient space (X ×G)/H where the action is defined by
H × (X ×G)→ X ×G h(x, l) 7→ (hx, lα(h)−1),
and endow the spaceX×αG with the leftG action defined by g[x, l] := [x, gl].
Then we must show that there exists natural graded isomorphisms
indα : K
∗
H(X,A;P )
∼=
→ K∗G(X ×α G,A×α G;P ×α G)
which are functorial with respect to homomorphisms of groups β : G → K
on which ker(β) acts trivially, that induce isomorphisms at the level of the
long exact sequences of the pairs (X,A) and (X×αG,A×αG), and moreover
that are compatible with respect to conjugation; these three conditions will
follow from the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. Let H ⊂ G, X be a proper H-space and P a projective unitary
stable H-equivariant bundle over X. Then spaces of invariant sections
Γ(X,Fred(P ))H ∼= Γ(X ×H G,Fred(P ×H G))
G
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are homeomorphic, and therefore we have an isomorphism
indGH : K
∗
H(X,P )
∼=
→ K∗G(X ×H G,Fred(P ×H G)).
Proof. Since the left H-action commutes with the right PU(H) action on P
we have that
Fred(P )×H G =
(
Fred′(H)×PU(H) P
)
×H G
= Fred′(H)×PU(H) (P ×H G)
= Fred(P ×H G).
The G-invariant sections in Fred(P ) ×H G are determined uniquely by
the H invariant sections of Fred(P )×H H and therefore the restriction map
induces a homeomorphism
R : Γ(X ×H G,Fred(P )×H G)
G ∼=→ Γ(X ×H H,Fred(P )×H H)
H .
Now, the canonical map X → X ×H H, x 7→ [(x, 1)] is an H-equivariant
homomorphism and it induces an homeomorphism
φ : Γ(X,Fred(P ))H
∼=
→ Γ(X ×H H,Fred(P )×H H)
H .
On the level of homotopy groups the homeomorphism
φ−1 ◦R : Γ(X,Fred(P ))H
∼=
→ Γ(X ×H G,Fred(P )×H G)
G
induces the desired isomorphism
indGH : K
∗
H(X,P )
∼=
→ K∗G(X ×H G,P ×H G).

Lemma 4.5. Let X be a proper H-space together and P a projective unitary
stable H-equivariant bundle over X. Let N ⊂ H be a normal subgroup of H
acting freely on X. Then there is a canonical homeomorphism between the
spaces of invariant sections
Γ(X,Fred(P ))H ∼= Γ(X/N,Fred(P/N))H/N
which induces an isomorphism
invNH : K
∗
H(X,P )
∼=
→ K∗H/N (X/N,P/N).
Proof. We have the following homeomorphisms
Γ(X,Fred(P ))H =
(
Γ(X,Fred(P ))N
)H/N
∼= Γ(X/N,Fred(P )/N)H/N
∼= Γ(X/N,Fred(P/N))H/N
where the homeomorphism from the first line to the second follows from the
fact that N acts freely on X, and the homeomorphism from the second line
to the third follows from the facts that N acts freely on P and that the H
action commutes with the PU(H)-action.
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The composition of the homeomorphisms above induces the desired iso-
morphism in the twisted K-theory groups
invNH : K
∗
H(X,P )
∼=
→ K∗H/N (X/N,P/N).

For a homomorphism α : H → G such that N := ker(α) acts freely on
the H-proper space X we have the following diagram of homomorphisms
H
α //
p
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉ G
H/N
.

α
==③③③③③③③③
which induce the following homeomorphisms
Γ(X,Fred(P ))H
∼=

Γ(X/N,Fred(P/N))H/N
∼=

Γ(X/N ×H/N G,Fred(P/N ×H/N G))
G
∼=

Γ(X ×α G,Fred(P ×α G))
G
where the first comes from Lemma 4.5, the second from Lemma 4.4 and the
third from the canonical G-equivariant homeomorphism
X ×α G
∼=
→ X/N ×H/N G, [(x, g)] 7→ [([x], g)].
The compositions of the homeomorphisms described above gives us the
desired isomorphism
indα := ind
G
H/N ◦ inv
N
H : K
∗
H(X;P )
∼=
→ K∗G(X ×α G,P ×α G).
Since the induction structure comes from explicit homeomorphisms at the
level of invariant sections, we claim that the twisted equivariant K-theory
groups possess an induction structure as it is defined in Section 1 of [13].
We will not reproduce the proofs here.
From Lemma 4.5 we also obtain the following relation between the twisted
equivariant K-theory groups and non-equivariant twisted K-theory groups.
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a free G space and let P be a projective unitary
stable G-equivariant bundle over X. Then there a canonical isomorphism
K∗G(X;P )
∼=
→ K∗(X/G;P/G)
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between the P -twisted equivariant K-theory groups of X and the P/G-twisted
K-theory groups of X/G.
4.3.6. Discrete torsion twistings. In this last section we would like to de-
scribe the relation between the twisted equivariant K-theory groups defined
in this paper and the twisted equivariant K-theory groups defined via pro-
jective representations characterized by discrete torsion as it is defined in
[8].
For any cohomology class β ∈ H3(BG,Z) denote by Fβ : EG→ BPU(H)
a G-invariant map whose homotopy class represents β.
If X is a proper G-space we consider the map
XK →Maps(EG×G/K,BPU(H))G, x 7→ Fβ ◦ π1
at the level of fixed point sets for all K compact subgroups of G.
This map can be assembled into a G-equivariant map
Ψβ : X →M
whereM is the space defined in Definition 3.6. By Proposition 3.7 we know
that the map Ψβ induces a map Ψβ : X → B and therefore
(Ψβ)
∗E → X
is a projective unitary G-equivariant stable bundle.
We claim that the β-twisted G-equivariant K-theory groups of X defined
in [8] are isomorphic to the twisted G-equivariant K-theory groups
K∗G(X, (Ψβ)
∗E).
The proof will be postponed to a forthcoming publication [5] where the
appropriate tools for proving such fact, and many others, will be developed.
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